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ABSTRACT
The utility of T‐cell receptor (TCR) transgenic mice in medical research has been considerable,
with applications ranging from basic biology all the way to translational and clinical
investigations. Crossing of TCR transgenic mice with either recombination‐activating gene
(RAG)‐1 or RAG‐2 knockouts is frequently used to generate mice with a monoclonal T‐cell
repertoire. However, low level productive TCR rearrangement has been reported in RAG‐
deficient mice expressing transgenic TCRs. Using deep sequencing, we set out to directly
examine and quantify the presence of these endogenous TCRs. Our demonstration that
functional nontransgenic TCRs are present in nonmanipulated mice has wide reaching
ramifications worthy of critical consideration.

We ha e used ′ RACE a d deep se ue i g to ua titati el

easu e p odu ti el

rearranged endogenous T‐cell receptor (TCR) transcripts in TCR transgenic recombination‐
activating gene (RAG)‐1‐deficient mice. Our sequence data highlight an as yet unappreciated
mechanism by which productively rearranged TCRs are generated in the absence of RAG‐1
gene expression.
TCR transgenic mice are often utilized by researchers to investigate the function of antigen‐
spe ifi T ells. A u

e of fa to s, i ludi g i o plete alleli e lusio of the TCRα hai ,

allow expression of a repertoire of nontransgenic, endogenously rearranged TCRs in such
transgenic mice.1 Breeding TCR transgenic mice on to a background deficient in either RAG‐1
or RAG‐2 is frequently employed to generate mice with a monoclonal T‐cell repertoire
encoded by the transgenes.2 We have previously reported selection of a population of T cells
expressing the transgene‐e oded TCRβ hai

ut ot the t a sge e‐e oded TCRα hai i

5C.C7 TCR transgenic mice on a RAG‐1‐deficient background.3 Such cells were over‐
represented within effector T cells in the colon of mice that spontaneously developed bowel
inflammation, suggestive of T‐cell proliferation driven by a nontransgenic TCR specificity.
More recently, it has been reported that transfer of T cells from TCR transgenic RAG‐2‐
deficient mice into allogeneic hosts resulted in accumulation of donor‐derived polyclonal T
ells e p essi g e doge ousl

ea a ged, fu tio al, o t a sge i TCRα a d TCRβ hai s,

once again supporting the existence of functional, nontransgenic TCRs within the T‐cell
repertoire of TCR transgenic RAG‐deficient mice.4 While the latter study was informative, the
sequencing of TCR transcripts was limited in depth to indirect measurement of expanded T
cells recovered from allogeneic hosts, using low‐resolution immunoscope studies. Strong
selective pressure has also been reported to drive TCR revision, in which transgene‐encoded
TCRβ hai s a e epla ed by endogenous rearrangements. This phenomenon requires
peripheral re‐expression of RAG‐1 and RAG‐2, and is absent in RAG‐deficient mice.5
Here, we have utilized the e

′‐RACE‐ ased SMARTe Mouse TCR α/β P ofili g Kit Taka a

Bio USA, Inc.), to perform in‐depth sequencing of TCRs in five organs in each of three
unmanipulated 5C.C7 transgenic RAG‐1−/− mice with no evidence of inflammation or
autoimmunity. The mice varied in age from 3 to 9 months. Paired‐end 300 base pair reads
were obtained by Illumina sequencing and aligned and assembled using MiXCR.6 Across all
sa ples, e dete

i ed

7

eads fo TCRα a d

did ot o espo d to the t a sge i TCRα a d TCRβ hai s e e

eads fo TCRβ. TCRs that
a uall

he ked usi g

NCBI Megablast to ensure that they contained at least 300 bp of somatic V gene se ue e ′
of complementarity‐dete

i i g egio

of CDR . This e luded a la ge u

CDR , plus the e ti e so ati J ge e se ue e ′

e of ste ile u ea a ged TCRα t a s ipts ide tified

iXCR, hi h o p ised et ee
representation in the thymic samples.

a d % of all TCRα se uences, with the highest

Consistent with our previous flow cytometric analysis in 5C.C7 transgenic RAG‐1−/− mice,3 we
did ot ide tif a
e o

fu tio al TCRβ hai

eads esulti g f o

e doge ous V D J

i atio . We ide tified eight u i ue TCRα ea a ge e ts usi g fou disti t T ell

receptor alpha variable (TRAV) genes and seven T cell receptor alpha joining (TRAJ) regions
within the 15 samples (Figure 1). Six of the eight rearrangements contained N region
nucleotides and all appeared to result from RAG‐dependent cleavage at the appropriate
intron‐exon boundaries of the TRAV and TRAJ genes.
A disti t ias to a d use of p o i al TCRα ge e seg e ts as see , ith the fou TRAV
ge es luste ed ithi

k of the ′‐end of the 1800 kb TRAV gene locus. Of the 18 TRAV

genes in this 300 kb interval, only three also function as TRDV genes, but all three were
ea a ged i the e doge ous TCRα hai s e ide tified. The

a ked p efe e e to a d

proximal TRAV genes and particularly TRAV/T cell receptor alpha diversity genes is suggestive
of rearrangement at a relatively early stage of thymic differentiation.7 TRAJ usage was also
biased toward proximal genes, with six of the seven TRAJ egio s ithi the ′ half of the
TRAJ locus.
The dist i utio of e doge ousl

ea a ged TCRα hai s ithi diffe e t o ga s f o

ea h

animal indicated that rearrangements of TRAV21/DV12 to TRAJ43 and TRAJ45 were present
in each of the three animals, while functional transcripts containing TRAV16 and TRAJ56 were
shared by two of the three (Figure 2). These two TRAV regions comprised only a minor
fraction of the peripheral repertoire of control C57BL/6 mice (less than 5% and 1%,
respectively, data not shown), once again consistent with nonrandom use of TRAV and TRAJ
segments in the TCR transgenic RAG‐deficient mice.
The cellular distribution of endogenous TCRα hai t a s ipts ithi ea h a i al as
consistent with postrearrangement selection of functional TCRs in response to antigen, with
increased representation of individual rearrangements in the periphery compared with the
thymus. In each animal, one to two individual clones were present in the large intestine and
were also dominantly represented in all peripheral lymphoid tissues sampled. The oldest
mouse had the highest number of functional endogenously rearranged transcripts, including
two clones that together accounted for 1% of transcripts within the large intestine, while

0.67% of intestinal transcripts in the youngest mouse were encoded by a nontransgenic,
e doge ousl

ea a ged TCRα.

In conclusion, we found functional TCR recombination events in 5C.C7 transgenic RAG‐
1−/−mice, suggesting only a single version of RAG (in this case RAG‐2) is required for successful
TCRα VJ recombination in mice. Such rare recombination events, which are not detected in
nontransgenic RAG‐1−/− mice, may be preserved in cells where transgene‐encoded expression
of a functional TCRβ chain supports thymic development. Even in young animals kept under
SPF conditions, T cells with endogenous specificities are preferentially selected into the
peripheral TCR repertoire and could introduce highly biologically relevant and unintended
outcomes. In summary, caution is advised when interpreting data from TCR transgenic mice.
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FIGURE 1

E doge ous TCRα e o

i atio i

C.C7 t a sge i RAG‐1−/− mice. Junctional nucleotide

and amino acid sequences from the TRAV4‐TRAJ34 5C.C7 transgene and the eight
endogenous TCRα rearrangements identified in 5C.C7 transgenic RAG‐1−/− mice. Germline
TRAV sequences are on the left, germline TRAJ sequences on the right and N‐region
nucleotides in bold are at the center. Amino acids encoded by the V‐J junction are in bold.
Two distinct TRAV16‐TRAJ56 rearrangements were identified, indicated as (1) and (2).

FIGURE 2
TCR deep se ue i g of t a sge i RAG‐ ‐defi ie t
cause for caution

F e ue

of e doge ous TCRα t a s ipts i

i e e eals e doge ous TCR e o

i atio : a

C.C7 t a sge i RAG‐1−/− mice. Five organs from each

of three mice (Mouse 1, age 9 months; Mouse 2, age 4 months; Mouse 3 age 3 months) were analyzed
a d the pe e tage of ea h fu tio al TCRα t a s ipt al ulated. Transcripts coded with the same
color had identical junctional nucleotide sequences. The bars represent the percentage corresponding
to a single transcript in each organ. Thy, thymus; spl, spleen; pln, peripheral lymph nodes; mln,
mesenteric lymph nodes; int, large intestine.

